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Built upon the foundation of Native Instruments Ring Modular Library, Native Instruments Action Strings features all the great sounds, authentic studio
feel and advanced features of the award-winning RS2 String Ensemble. World-renowned composers and electronic music producers from all around the
globe have cited the unique sound of Native Instruments Action Strings as the main reason for choosing it to work on successful soundtracks. This stems
from the fact that many of the sounds heard in the sample libraries have been carefully recorded and edited for maximum authenticity, allowing you to
create thrilling orchestral compositions. This collection of amazing instruments combines extraordinary studio skills with the power of an advanced
sequencer. AnalogBeatlab consists of five epic Kontakt instruments which can be easily created from scratch or pieced together with other analog synth
presets for even more immediate creativity. To create the analog sounds of this library, AnalogBeatlab heavily relies on Simpler Pro 2 and the included
Wavosaur library of digital sound effects and pads. AnalogBeatlab is a must-have for any producer who wants to create unique sounds on the spot
without sacrificing quality or control. Throughout the years, AnalogBeatlab has been included in tens of thousands of songs by legendary electronic
music producers and players. In collaboration with Australian composer Paul Tozer (Elektronisches Orchester Berlin, Alef), Native Instruments Percussion
Sample Bank features 14 of the most iconic performance sources used in the recording of his double-LP “Wren’s Nest” album. This collection reflects the
subtle details and accurate technology of authentic recording instruments, allowing you to make your own cool, seamless live performances.
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The Native Instruments Action Strings quartet instrument is designed to excel your productions of any genre. The enormous variety of strings features
with all the articulations you need will breathe life into any song and make you sound like you have a recording studio at your side. Native Instruments

knows what we are talking about. This is not so much an instrument library for producers like to spend tons of hours tweaking it to your own satisfaction.
The important thing is - and this is reflected in the interface as well - is that we have all of this in one place, in a most useful manner and for one overall

purpose. Here we have the first string library from Native Instruments. The quality of the strings is very good, with a huge sample-to-sample variation, so
you really need to decide which sound you like from each family, and load them in the order you choose. The strings have been recorded with my

personal preference so they produce a real vibrant and bright effect. Many articulations are available - its hard to choose! You can also quickly change
the instruments effect on or off, be it a reverb, flange, chorus, octave divider etc. The strings library contains studio-grade pre-recorded tracks for 52
different kinds of string instruments, including guitar, bass, violin, cello, viola, viol, and traditional stringed instruments. Additionally, the string library

has strings that are arranged for tutti and partita performances. The pre-recorded tracks are divided into sections, and you can easily assign a particular
string to a different articulation. For example, a “cello I” section contains the complete recorded notes on a cello. You can assign this section to the

“cello” articulation in the Kontakt Player using the Assign [Kontakt] button, or use the default cello articulation. If you play a string instrument, you will
be amazed by the realistic string sounds, not to mention the fantastic new articulations you can use in your own music. 5ec8ef588b
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